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Amy Luby Joins Infogressive as Vice President of Channel Sales 
IT Veteran to lead the Managed Security Services Provider’s Channel expansion 

 
Lincoln, NE: Infogressive, a long established Master Managed Security Services 
Provider, announced today the hiring of Amy Luby as the company’s new Vice 
President of Channel Sales. 
 
A successful entrepreneur and leader in the Global IT Services Channel, Amy joins 
Infogressive in the newly created position of Vice President of Channel Sales. In her 
role, Amy will establish and grow the company’s Channel strategy, while driving a 
national expansion into the MSP Channel. 
 
Infogressive, a Master Managed Security Services Provider (MssP) has been delivering 
managed security services for over 11 years. Infogressive has built their 
comprehensive Security Platform to give MSPs quick and easy access to a full suite of 
Security Services to deliver to their clients which include: Perimeter Security, Email 
Security, Vulnerability Management, Endpoint Security, Threat Monitoring and 
Management, and Professional Security Services like Penetration testing. All backed 
by a deep bench of seasoned security engineers and a 24x7 SOC (Security Operations 
Center). 
 
Justin Kallhoff, Infogressive founder and CEO had this to say “We’re lucky to have a 
seasoned, successful leader like Amy join our team at a perfect time. Infogressive 
continues to experience explosive growth. Amy will only accelerate our success. Our 
entire team is thrilled to have this difference maker begin her Infogressive career and 
join our mission to protect our customers and partners from hackers. 
 
Amy brings 22 years of experience in the IT Services Channel to the Infogressive 
brand. Most recently Amy worked at Erbs Technology Services, a large VAR in the 
Midwest as Senior Vice President of Operations to help them pivot into an MSP model.  
Prior to that she held senior Channel positions at JetStream Networks, MailProtector, 



 

Trend Micro, and SYNNEX Corporation. In each of these roles Amy has taken on 
challenging assignments in establishing new business units performing primarily in 
cross-functional matrixed roles to establish vision for the Managed Services initiative, 
put the technology in place, build the sales and support teams, as well as the 
operations around delivering high quality technical services to the Channel. 
 
Amy is also a proven entrepreneur and pioneer in the IT services industry having 
founded and built one of the first Managed Services Providers (MSPs) in the country. 
She then expanded that into one of the first Master MSPs, defining that business 
model in the process. 
 
Amy’s successes in the Channel have not gone unnoticed. She is the recipient of 
numerous Channel awards including: CRN Channel Chief, MSP Mentor Top 250 
Influencers, MSP Mentor Top 100 Global MSPs, SMB Nation’s SMB 150, and 
COMPTIA’s Industry Leadership Award. 
 
“Infogressive’s long history in delivering Managed Security Services is quite 
impressive. I am looking forward to working with the team to build out this program 
and crystalize Infogressive’s position as the premier Master MssP in the Channel.” 

At Infogressive, we live and breathe cybersecurity. Our defense in depth approach 
gives a 360-degree platform that makes it easy to worry less about the security of data 
and focus more on your business. We have a dynamic team of experts with many years 
in the information security industry. Our mission is to eliminate the risk in your network 
and implement best practices that keep your company safe and protected.  
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